HT132 RTJ PRO Telescopic Boom Lift

HT132 RTJ PRO Telescopic Boom Lift Features:

The HT132 RTJ PRO Telescopic Boom Lift is part of the range of diesel telescopic platforms for people and material lifting. Outstanding rough terrain driving features.
Differential wheel lock
Up to 4 simultaneous, proportional movements
Dual load capacity
2 axis jib rotation

Optimized serviceability

Fully modular basket for quick and easy repairs
Easy access to all components
Self-diagnosis tool integrated on the lower control box

Increased safety

Smooth and precise controls
Strong, quick, and maneuverable boom

Working Height: 138ft5in
Platform Height: 131ft 11in
Weight: 47187lbs
Height Stowed: 10ft
Aerial Work Platforms is YOUR total Aerial Access Solution Provider.
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Additional Information:

- Dimensions: N/A
- Weight: N/A
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